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ABSTRACT
A novel method is presented for the joint estimation of voice
source and vocal tract (formant/anti-formant) parameters from
the acoustic speech signal.  The method is based on the ARX
(auto-regressive with exogenous input) model with a glottal flow
waveform as an input to the system.  A nonlinear optimization
strategy is employed to estimate glottal flow parameters,
whereas an extended Kalman filter algorithm is used to extract
vocal tract parameters.  The amount of turbulence noise compo-
nents included in the voiced speech segment is also measured by
a bank of band pass filters.  The method is applied to the study
of voice source dynamics as a conveyer of paralinguistic and
vocal quality features that include perceived naturalness of an
utterance.  It is shown that this method is useful to gain pro-
found understanding of voice source dynamics when used under
certain limitations.

1.  INTRODUCTION
Voice source dynamics convey not only linguistic but paralin-
guistic and vocal quality features.  Perceived talker individuality
is signaled by voice source dynamics as well.  In order to lead to
profound understanding of cognitive aspects of paralinguistic
and vocal quality features, much effort has to be made to repre-
sent voice source dynamics quantitatively at articulatory, aero-
dynamic and acoustic levels.  Paralinguistic and vocal quality
features are conveyed primarily by quasi-periodic glottal flow
dynamics and turbulence noise components.  Many descriptive
glottal flow models have been proposed [1-10].  The Liljen-
crants-Fant (LF)[3] and Rosenberg-Klatt (RK) [6]models,
among other things, have gained much attention.  The LF model
at present seems to be a standard for glottal flow analysis.
Meanwhile, the role of turbulence noise has been investigated
primarily in relation to perceived vocal qualities of normal and
dysphonic voices.  Perceived breathy and strained vocal qualities
are to a great extent associated with the amount and spectral
characteristics of the noise in the speech signal [6,11-19].  Sev-
eral methods have been proposed to estimate the statistical
characteristics of the noise included in the speech signal [12,20-
23], which have been successfully applied to sustained phona-
tions of a vowel in most cases.

A linear source-filter model of speech production has
played an important role in basic areas of speech production and
perception [24-26].  However, deep insights into the acoustic
and aerodynamic properties of voice source dynamics have given

rise to the introduction of an interactive voice source model with
sub-glottal and supra-glottal systems [3,27-31]: e.g. acoustic
coupling with the sub-glottal system in breathy voice, flow rip-
ples observed during the glottal opening phase, carry-over of a
response to the glottal pulse to the next cycle in high-pitch
voice, effects of the narrow vocal tract constriction, and so on.  It
is very difficult, however, to incorporate all of these interactive
phenomena into a well-formed mathematical model of the glot-
tal flow.  In this paper, we restrict ourselves to a rather classic
linear source-filter model, since we believe that this simple
approximation can still provide many fruitful observations of
voice source dynamics and could be extended to more compli-
cated, realistic situations in the next step.

Automatic and semi-automatic inverse filtering methods
have been extensively used to estimate the glottal flow wave-
form from a speech signal that has been carefully recorded on a
digital audio tape-recorder to avoid phase distortion [32-42].  In
this method, one has to have full knowledge of the acoustic
characteristics of the vocal tract before performing inverse fil-
tering, while one needs to know the voice source properties to
estimate the vocal tract characteristics, thus giving rise to a
contradiction.  Vocal tract characteristics are usually estimated
in an assumed closed interval of the signal using an LPC-based
method.  This method brings about another problem, i.e. diffi-
culty in finding a closed interval and in applying it to speech of
a short closed interval.  The idea of joint estimation of both
glottal flow and vocal tract parameters for vowel-type speech
sounds was proposed by Fujisaki and Ljungqvist [4] and by
Milenkovic [43].  But they suffer to some extent from instability
of the convergence of the parameters to be estimated and from
difficulty in applying to the speech utterance including anti-
resonance.

In this paper, we propose a novel method for the joint esti-
mation of voice source and vocal tract parameters from a speech
signal [44,45] and attempt to separate turbulence noise compo-
nents included in the utterance, which often play an important
role as an acoustic correlate of perceived vocal qualities.   Ex-
amples of its application to the study of voice source dynamics
as a conveyer of paralinguistic and vocal quality features are
then presented.  An integrated software system based on the
method is also briefly described which consists of analysis, ed-
iting and synthesis modules [45].
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2.  ARX SPEECH PRODUCTION MODEL
2.1 Voicing Source Model
Many descriptive models have been proposed to quantitatively
represent glottal flow [1-10].  The Liljencrants-Fant (LF) model
[3] has gained much attention and has become a reference for
glottal flow analysis.  However, it is somewhat complicated for
speech analysis-synthesis applications. The Rosenberg-Klatt
model [1,6], on the other hand, is mathematically simple but to a
certain extent has limitations in representing a large variety of
glottal flow waveforms.  It has recently been revised to over-
come this drawback [9].  In this paper, we use the RK model to
represent a differentiated glottal flow including radiation char-
acteristics, because of its mathematical simplicity.  The joint
estimation method bellow can easily be extended to more so-
phisticated flow models.  The RK model generates a rudimen-
tary waveform defined as
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where T is the pitch period, AV the amplitude parameter and OQ
the open quotient of the glottal open phase for the duration of a
complete glottal cycle.  )(ng  is zero in the closed phase.  The

differentiated glottal flow waveform )(nu  is generated by

smoothing )(ng with a low pass filter where tilt of the spectral

envelope is adjusted by a spectral tilt parameter TL ( Figure 1).

2.2 ARX Speech Production Model
The speech production process is modeled as an IIR filter with
an equation error as follows:
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where )(ns and )(nu denote a speech signal and a differenti-

ated glottal flow waveform at time n, respectively.  In the equa-
tion, ia and jb are vocal tract filter coefficients, p and q are

model orders, and )(ne the equation error.  When )(ne is as-

sumed to be white, the equation is referred to as the ARX (auto-
regressive with exogenous input) model.  By performing the z-
transform on the equation, one gets the following:
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where )(),( zUzS and )(zE are the z-transform of the speech

signal )(ns , voicing source )(nu , and equation error )(ne ,

respectively.  )()( zAzB indicates the vocal tract transfer char-

acteristic for the voiced sound, )(1 zA represents the one for

the unvoiced sound.  When the zeros of the acoustic transfer
characteristics for the unvoiced segment are considered, it  re-
sults in the ARMAX (auto-regressive moving average with ex-
ogenous input) model, which is usually a more sophisticated
approximation to the speech production.  Since the ARMAX
model brings about another problem, i.e. increase in the number
of model parameters to be estimated, we use the ARX model at
present as an approximation of the transfer characteristics of the
turbulence noise produced in the vocal tract.

3.  ANALYSIS ALGORITHM
A speech signal is composed of voiced, unvoiced and silent
segments.  The voiced segment includes not only quasi-periodic
components but sometimes turbulence noise, as in breathy and
strained phonations.  The ARX speech production model de-
scribed above implements in nature noise generation process,
although an acoustic transfer characteristic of the noise is
slightly different from that of an interactive system [6,19].

The analysis frame is synchronized with an estimated pitch
period in the quasi-periodic segment, whereas it is shifted every
5 ms in the aperiodic segment.  Voiced segments are specified
beforehand by the user with an interactive labeling tool.  For the
voiced segment, the key point of the analysis is how to divide
the speech signal into the glottal waveform approximated by the
RK model and the vocal tract characteristic represented by the
system transfer function )(/)( zAzB .  An adaptive pitch-
synchronous algorithm has been developed to estimate the
voicing source and vocal tract parameters directly from the
speech signal [44,45].  Figure 2 represents the block diagram of
the analysis procedure for a voiced segment.  The voicing source
parameters in the current analysis period are optimized so as to
minimize the mean square equation error (MSEE).  In order to
estimate the vocal tract (IIR) filter coefficients, the filter is ex-
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Figure 1. ARX (auto-regressive with exogenous input)
model and Rosenberg-Klatt voicing source waveform.
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Figure 2. Block diagram of the pitch-synchronous ARX analy-
sis of voiced segments.
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panded into a time-variant system so that a Kalman filter algo-
rithm can be used.  In the algorithm, the input signal is a differ-
entiated glottal flow waveform )(nu  approximated by optimized
values of the RK parameters and the output is a speech signal

)(ns .  In the estimation of the RK parameters, the optimization
was made by the simulated annealing algorithm which usually
required much computation time [44].  Taking sensitivity of
each of the RK parameters to the MSEE value into account, an
improved algorithm is presented where only OQ is optimized
and the other parameters are estimated in different ways de-
scribed below.

3.1.  Estimation of Voicing Source Parameters
Optimization of the RK voicing source parameters is performed
so as to minimize the MSEE value as mentioned above.  The
MSEE is a function of the RK parameters, AV, TL and OQ.  AV
is estimated as the coefficient 0b  of )(zB using the Kalman

filter algorithm.  TL, on the other hand, is estimated from the
inverse filtered signal using the method proposed by Lu, et al
[39].  These simplifications save computation time significantly
without sacrificing accuracy.  OQ, which is important and highly
sensitive to the MSEE, is estimated by a simpler optimization
method [45].  The estimation is carried out on a cycle-to-cycle
basis.  In addition to the glottal waveform, a glottal noise com-
ponent defined by the noise amplitude parameter (NA) is esti-
mated from the prediction error within the glottal open phase.

3.2.  Estimation of Vocal Tract Parameters
In order to estimate the coefficients of the vocal tract transfer
function, the same algorithm as the one proposed by Ding, et al.
[44] is used, except that the system gain parameter )(0 nb , being

related to the amplitude of the glottal flow waveform, is newly
introduced in the equation.  Although the time-varying filter
coefficients are computed at every sampling point in the itera-
tion, the formant-antiformant values are obtained by solving for

the roots of the polynomials at only three points within the pitch
period: the last of the period, the middle of the open phase and
the middle of the closed phase.   In theory, a set of formant val-
ues estimated at every point during the iteration of the analysis
should be used, but in practice it fails once in a long while.
Therefore, a set of formant-antiformant values, which has the
maximum number of formants, is saved as the representative of
the vocal tract parameters within the period.  This is because 1)
calculation of formant values at every sampling point takes im-
mense computation time and a large capacity for the storage of
the parameters is needed, 2) an estimated vocal tract filter is not
always stable around the glottal closure instant, and finally 3) it
is not unreasonable to assume time-invariant nature of the vocal
tract movement within one pitch period.  From preliminary ex-
periments, we have also found that the filters estimated at the
three points within the period mentioned above are stable.

3.3.  Selection of Model Order
For the selection of an optimum order of the model, the method
by Ding, et al. is used [44].  If this does not work well, the user
can easily change the order.

3.4.  Voicing Source Parameters
As in the case of the LF model [8], various voicing source pa-
rameters are derived from the RK waveform (Figure 3).  Pitch
frequency (F0), amplitude of the voicing waveform (AV) and
open quotient (OQ) parameters are primary voicing source pa-
rameters that are already included in the RK waveform model.
In addition to these three parameters, we introduce three more
parameters: the negative peak value of )(nu (AE), which is

nearly proportional to OQAV / in the RK model and corre-

sponds to eE  in the LF model, spectral decay (SD) in dB at 3

kHz from the maximum value of the spectrum of the RK wave-
form and a return phase quotient (RQ) which is defined as the
ratio of the interval needed for a unit step response of a low pass
filter (TL) to reach a value of 0.9 to the pitch period T.  AE is an
amplitude of a differentiated glottal flow at the excitation point
and a direct determinant of the amplitude of the output speech
signal.  Difference between the fundamental frequency compo-
nent level (H1) and the second harmonic level (H2) is also em-
ployed as an indicator (H1-H2) of loose contact of the vocal
folds during phonation [46].

To summarize, we have T0 (=1/F0), AV, AE, OQ and RQ as
the time-domain voicing source parameters, F0, SD and H1-H2
as the frequency-domain parameter, and the turbulence noise
parameter NNP described in the next section.

4.  ESTIMATION OF TURBULENCE NOISE
Turbulence noise sometimes exists in the voiced speech seg-
ment, typically in breathy phonation.  Importance of the noise is
well known for the female voice, breathy voice and strained
voice.  Several methods have been proposed to estimate the
noise component included in the voiced speech segment [20-23].
They have proved to work well for sustained phonation of a
vowel but are a little short of accuracy when applied to continu-
ous speech.

Figure 3. Voicing source parameters derived from the RK glottal
flow waveform model.
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In this paper, we present a simple but robust method to
measure the amount of the noise.  A speech signal is fed to a
bank of band-pass filters.   On each of the outputs, a modified
autocorrelation function is computed.  If the function value re-
garded as periodic, otherwise as aperiodic.  The sum of the
powers of the aperiodic outputs of the band-pass filters are ob-
tained every 5 ms and normalized noise power (= 10 log[noise
power/total signal power]) is computed.  The normalized noise
power (NNP) is a quantitative measure of the amount of the
noise component.

5.  ANALYSIS-EDITING-SYNTHESIS SYSTEM
5.1.  Synthesis Strategy
A cascade formant synthesizer is used to synthesize both voiced
and unvoiced speech.  The simplicity is the advantage of our
system over the one used by Klatt [6], in which a complicated
cascade-parallel structure is employed.  The RK model is used
to synthesize voiced speech, whereas the M-sequence white
noise is used to synthesize unvoiced speech [45].  In the formant
synthesizer, gain of each of the second order resonators is al-
ways 0 dB at 0 Hz.  But the amplitude of the vocal tract transfer
function )(/)( zAzB that is estimated by the Kalman filter may
not always be 0 dB at 0 Hz.  As a result, an estimated amplitude
parameter AV ( kkb ,0= : constant), can not be used directly in

such a formant synthesizer.  Adjustment of the amplitude pa-
rameter AV is made so as to minimize the root mean square
error between the original and synthesized speech signals.
Since we define the pitch period T as an interval between the
two successive GCI’s in the synthesis, the RK glottal waveform
of one pitch period begins with the close phase of the previous
cycle, followed by the RK waveform of the open phase of the
current cycle.  In such a way, the GCI keeps the same value,
even when the OQ is changed.  In order to simulate the turbu-
lence noise in the voiced component, a value of the NNP is con-
verted to an amplitude parameter NA that drives a vocal tract
filter )(/1 zA .  The output of  the  filter )(/1 zA  is added to the

output of the filter )(/)( zAzB driven by a glottal flow )(nu ,
resulting in the synthetic speech signal (Figure 1).  For the un-
voiced segment, an exogenous input )(nx is regarded as zero.

5.2.  Analysis-Editing-Synthesis System
Each of the estimated voice source and formant/anti-formant
parameters is re-sampled every 5 ms and displayed on the
graphical window.  An editing tool as a part of the system en-
ables the user to manipulate the parameters on the graphical
window.  A number of editing functions are provided: modifica-
tion, addition and deletion of the value, simultaneous modifica-
tion and scaling of the multiple values, saving and printing the
parameter values, and so on [45].  Using the parameter values so
modified, one can immediately synthesize speech.

6.  EVALUATION OF THE ARX METHOD
Since the formant estimation algorithm, which is essentially the
same as the one developed in our previous paper [44], was al-
ready evaluated using synthetic speech signals and proved to be

much superior to some other well-accepted methods [44], we
focus in this paper on the accuracy of the voice source parame-
ters estimated by the ARX method.

6.1.  Experiment
A male adult pronounced in an anechoic room a Japanese word
/e’ki/ (“railroad station” in English) in three paralinguistic ren-
ditions, i.e. the neutral (declarative), suspicion and disappoint-
ment.  The apostrophe indicates the lexical accent.  A speech
signal was recorded together with a high-speed digital image of
the vocal cord vibration obtained through a fiberscope and an
electro-glottographic (EGG) signal, as shown in Figure 4 [47].
The digital images were recorded at a rate of 4,500 frames per
second.  The vowel segment of /e/ of the neutral utterance was
subjected to the analysis for the evaluation.

A/D

Memory
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Sensor

Light

Source

PC

MIC

DAT

EGG

Figure 4. Experimental setup to record the speech signal, EGG
signal and high-speed image through a fiberscope.
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Figure 5. The speech waveform and OQ trajectories measured
from the DEGG signal, high-speed digital image and ARX
method for the vowel segment /e/ of a Japanese word /e’ki/.
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6.2.  Results and Discussion
 A comparison was made on the glottal closure instant (GCI)
and open quotient (OQ) values between the measurements from
EGG signals and the ARX method.  The GCI was defined on the
EGG signal as a time point indicating a negative peak of a dif-
ferentiated EGG (DEGG) signal.  Standard deviation of the
difference between the two measurements was 0.077 ms, en-
suring agreement between the two measurements.  Figure 5
illustrates the OQ values estimated by the three methods, i.e. the
digital image, EGG and ARX, for the same vowel segment.  On
the DEGG signal, an open phase was defined as an interval
between the positive and the negative peaks within the pitch
period.  Although a tendency for the OQ value to increase
gradually toward the end of the vocalic segment of this particu-
lar sample is similar among the three measurements, the OQ
values measured by the ARX method agree well with the ones
obtained from the high-speed digital images.  This comparison
certainly ensures reliability of the voice source measurements by
the ARX method, but it should be noted that the measured val-
ues depend upon an initial value in the optimization.  When a
reasonable initial value is provided for a vocalic segment, our
joint estimation algorithm seems to keep track of the voice
source dynamics quite well.

7.  VOICE SOURCE DYNAMICS ASSOCIATED WITH
PARALINGUISTIC ASPECTS OF THE UTTERANCE

Paralinguistic information of the utterance is largely conveyed
by voice source dynamics [48-50].  Significant acoustic features
of the dynamics, among others, include pitch frequency (F0)
pattern, F0-Range, glottal flow intensity, glottal flow waveform
(or its spectral characteristic as a counterpart) and its temporal
property, turbulence noise and syllable duration.  Our analysis-
editing-synthesis system described earlier is quite useful for
investigating systematically roles of these acoustic features in
terms of cognition of paralinguistic and vocal quality features.
Hypotheses can be tested using synthetic speech that is gener-
ated by the system by manipulating the acoustic parameters
obtained from the utterance.  This section presents an applica-
tion of the ARX system to the study of voice source dynamics
associated with paralinguistic and vocal quality features.

7.1.  Experiment
The voicing source and noise parameters were analyzed for the
speech and EGG signals and high-speed digital images of the
utterances in the three paralinguistic renditions described in the
previous section.  Synthetic speech generated by the system was
also used for informal perceptual tests.

7.2.  Results and Discussion
Figures 6 (a), (b) and (c) illustrate panels of the speech wave-
form and the voice source parameters analyzed in the neutral,
suspicion, and disappointment renditions, respectively.  From
the top, are shown the speech waveform, the first five formant
frequency trajectories, NNP, H1-H2, SD, RQ, OQ, AE, and F0.

Let us first consider voice source dynamics in the suspi-
cious utterance in relation to the “neutral.”   Effects of

                                             TIME
Figure 6(a). A panel of the speech waveform, first five formant
frequency trajectories and various voicing source parameters for
the neutral utterance /e’ki/.
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Figure 6(b). A panel of the speech waveform, first five for-
mant frequency trajectories and various voicing source pa-
rameters for the suspicious utterance /e’ki/.

                                           TIME
Figure 6(c). A panel of the speech waveform, first five formant
frequency trajectories and various voicing source parameters for
the disappointed utterance /e’ki/.
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paralinguistic aspects of the utterance on the F0 pattern have
extensively been investigated [50].  Increase in F0 values in the
final syllable and thereby in the F0 dynamic range has been
reported to be a significant acoustic correlate of “suspicion” as
can be seen in Figure 6 (b).  F0 increases gradually toward the
final part of the first syllable /e/ and then rapidly falls down in
the initial part of the second syllable /ki/ to realize accentuation
placed on the first syllable /e/.  F0 finally moves up to signal
“suspicion” in the final part of the second syllable.  This F0
pattern as well as longer duration of the utterance could be a
primary acoustic correlate of “suspicion.”  In addition to the F0
control as mentioned above, this particular speaker maneuvers
the larynx in a more complicated manner to emphasize “suspi-
cion.”  The OQ contour keeps very small values even in the last
part of /e/, whereas the neutral utterance in Figure 6 (a) reveals
higher values of OQ in the corresponding portion, due to transi-
tion to the glottal opening for the articulation of a consonant /k/.
The excitation amplitude (AE) reveals a very complex pattern in
the first syllable as compared with the one of “neutral”, which
suggests slightly unstable vocal fold vibrations.  This unstable
vocal fold vibration was observed in the high-speed images of
the vocal fold vibration as well.  The high-speed images also
show that the laryngeal framework is constricted during the
vowel and even in the voiceless portion of the consonant /k/ and
the left and right arytenoid cartilages are in contact.  These ob-
servations may suggest high activities of the internal laryngeal
muscles in the first syllable to emphasize the degree of suspi-
cion.  The perceived vocal quality of the first syllable was
clearly pressed and harsh [51], which is reflected in the in-
creased NNP.  This large noise measure is thought to be caused
by aperiodicity of the vocal fold vibration rather than generation
of turbulence noise around the glottis.  In the vocalic segment of
the second syllable, /i/, the vocal quality is still pressed and
harsh; the noise measure again keeps a large value and the open
quotient becomes further smaller toward the end of the segment.
The small OQ value and shorter pitch period in the time domain
are interpreted in the frequency domain as the decrease in the
values of the spectral parameters SD and H1-H2.

Meanwhile, “disappointment” reveals a low and flat F0
contour and very long duration of the utterance as shown in
Figure 6 (c).  Both OQ and RQ show larger average values than
“suspicion” and the “neutral.”  In particular, OQ becomes con-
siderably larger toward the final parts of the first syllable /e/ and
the second syllable /ki/.  Large values of SD and H1-H2 in the
spectral domain reflect well these tendencies observed in the
voicing source waveform.  In the final part of the first syllable
/e/, NNP increases, which implies existence of turbulence noise
or strong aperiodicity as in the case of “suspicion.”  However,
the high-speed digital images indicate that the left and right
arytenoid cartilages are always separated at the back in the same
vowel segment.  In fact, vocal quality of this segment is clearly
breathy, suggesting existence of turbulence noise a little down-
stream at the glottis.  This is a good example of how the source
of the noise figure NNP can be interpreted well by taking other
voicing source parameters into account.  Large OQ and RQ sug-
gest low activities of the internal laryngeal muscles.

The ARX analysis-editing-synthesis system is a useful tool
to investigate systematically perceptual significance of each of
the voicing source parameters, since it provides with a conven-
ient speech synthesis environment in manipulating the parame-
ter values.  Using this system, informal perceptual experiments
were performed to ascertain the contribution of each of the
voicing source and noise parameters in the perception of para-
linguistic information.  F0 and AE trajectories were the most
important parameters as the acoustic correlates of the three
types of speaking styles.  NNP and OQ trajectories also proved
to enhance each speaking style, particularly in “suspicion.”

8. CONCLUSION
An automatic method based on the ARX (auto-regressive with
exogenous input) model is presented for the joint estimation of
voice source and vocal tract (formant/anti-formant) parameters
from the speech signal.  A nonlinear optimization algorithm
employed in the method does not always guarantee the best
estimate of the parameters, but reasonable initial values for the
optimization help the algorithm operate successfully.  The algo-
rithm has been developed on the MS-Windows platform, pro-
viding with a useful environment for the analysis-synthesis ex-
periment.

The system was applied to the study of voice source dy-
namics associated with paralinguistic and vocal quality features.
Preliminary perceptual experiments showed that not only the
pitch and intensity patterns but the dynamics of other voicing
source parameters as the amount of turbulence noise present in
the voiced segment, fluctuations of the source parameters and
the glottal flow waveform were significantly important as a con-
veyer of paralinguistic and vocal quality features.  We believe
that the concept of the joint estimation proposed in this paper
could develop further by incorporating more sophisticated glottal
flow models which typically take the interaction with the sub-
and supra-glottal systems into account.
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